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TARGETING SYNAPTIC DYSFUNCTION  
IN ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

M. Di Luca, E. Marcello, S. Pelucchi

Department of Pharmacological and Biomolecular Sciences, University of 
Milan, Milan, Italy

OBJECTIVE: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most prevalent 
and socially disruptive illness of aging populations. Genetic and 
pathological evidence strongly supports the amyloid cascade 
hypothesis, which states that Amyloid β (Aβ) has an early and 
crucial role in AD. Aβ is liberated from the amyloid precursor 
protein (APP) by BACE and γ-secretase activity. Alternatively, 
APP is cleaved within the Aβ domain by ADAM10, which pre-
vents Aβ formation. In addition to Aβ, synapse loss has a central 
role in AD pathogenesis, rather than just a consequence of cell 
death. Synapse loss represents an early insult that advances with 
disease and dendritic spine loss is seen in several AD models. We 
have previously identified ADAM10 as an enzyme positioned at 
the crossroads between the amyloid cascade and synaptic loss. 
ADAM10 trafficking and enzymatic activity are controlled by 
protein partners that regulate its membrane levels. These mech-
anisms finely tune ADAM10 activity towards APP and synaptic 
substrates and are impaired in AD. Here, we aimed at develop-
ing new tools to target ADAM10 trafficking mechanism in order 
to rescue synaptic failure in AD.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: we used in vitro and in vivo mod-
els of AD to (i) develop and validate the cell permeable peptides 
designed to target ADAM10, (ii) identify and characterize novel 
protein partners of ADAM10. Biomarker study was performed us-
ing cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) samples analyzed using ELISA assays.
RESULTS: to upregulate the synaptic availability of ADAM10, we 
developed cell-permeable peptides (CPPs) that are capable of in-
terfering with the mechanism controlling ADAM10 endocytosis. 
In particular, the CPP target ADAM10 interaction with AP com-
plex. The results indicated that administration of a CPP capable of 
inhibiting ADAM10 endocytosis rescued cognitive and synaptic 
function when administered during the early disease stage in AD 
model mice, with no evidence of associated safety issues. Given 
that the regulation of ADAM10 activity depends on the interaction 
of protein partners, we carried out a two-hybrid screening to iden-
tify novel interactors of ADAM10. We identified the actin-binding 
protein CAP2 as binding partner of ADAM10 and we demonstrat-
ed that CAP2 is implicated in ADAM10 endocytosis. Interestingly, 
CAP2 is recruited to the synapses upon synaptic plasticity events to 
contribute to the remodeling of spines. Remarkably, CAP2 levels 
are specifically increased in the CSF of AD patients compared to 
control subjects or to frontotemporal dementia patients, thus sug-
gesting that CAP2 can be a biomarker of synaptic failure
CONCLUSIONS: overall, our results demonstrate that the dissec-
tion of the mechanisms implicated in ADAM10 trafficking is critical 
to develop tools targeting AD synaptic dysfunction and to identify 
novel biomarkers of AD synaptic failure to track disease progression. 
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OBJECTIVE: Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is the most widespread 
neurodegenerative disorder. AD is commonly categorized as ei-
ther early onset (EOAD) or late onset (LOAD) based on an age 
cutoff of 65 years. It has been shown that the genetic variabili-
ty of Nerve Growth Factor Receptor (NGFR/p75NTR) gene could 
represent risk factors for AD. However, to date only a few studies 
have investigated this relationship with conflicting results. The 
general aim of this study was to better characterize the associ-
ation between NGFR/p75NTR SNPs in EOAD and LOAD patients.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: this study was conducted on 168 
AD patients (60 EOAD and 108 LOAD) recruited at the Regional 
Neurogenetic Centre (CRN) – ASPCZ of Lamezia Terme (CZ, Italy). 
Nineteen tag-SNPs were selected and genotyped using TaqMan 
SNP genotyping assays on DNA extracted from blood samples. 
The associations between tag-SNPs and AD were assessed by lin-
ear regression models after adjustment for gender, APOE geno-
type and level of education.
RESULTS: the variability of rs2072446 and rs734194 polymor-
phisms was associated with the onset of LOAD. LOAD patients’ 
carriers of the G allele at the rs734194 had a mean age of onset 
of about 2.5 years higher than those who were homozygous for 
the T allele (p = 0.024). A similar effect was also detected for 
the rs2072446 polymorphism for which T allele carriers showed 
a delayed age of onset of about 3.5 years than homozygotes for 
the C allele (p = 0.048). The variability of three investigated NGFR 
polymorphisms was also associated with the MMSE performanc-
es in EOAD patients. In particular, carriers of the rare alleles of 
the rs741071, rs2072446 and rs734194 polymorphisms showed 
a lower MMSE scores (P < 0.05).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS: our results suggest that 
polymorphisms in NGFR/p75NRT gene may affect the age of on-
set and the severity of AD revealing a new role of NGFR/p75NTR 
in both EOAD and LOAD from a genetic perspective. Further 
studies are needed to verify if NGFR/p75NTR polymorphisms also 
determinate an increased risk for developing AD.

CANNABINOID MECHANISMS IN MODELS OF 
NEURODEGENERATIVE DISORDERS IN VITRO 
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OBJECTIVE: the interest on the use of compounds present in 
Cannabis Sativa in neurodegenerative diseases such as epilep-
sy, ischemia, multiple sclerosis and Alzheimer, has massively in-
creased in the past few years.  The goal of this study is to examine 
the role of selected cannabinoids in the mechanisms of neuronal 
death in models of ischemia and epilepsy.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: we investigated the effects of the 
selected cannabinoids, Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), cannabi-
diol (CBD) and cannabigerol (CBG) in rat organotypic hippocam-
pal slices exposed to oxygen and glucose deprivation (OGD) or 
kainate, in vitro models of ischemia and epilepsy, respectively. Cell 
death in the CA1 and CA3 hippocampal subregions was quan-
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tified by propidium iodide fluorescence. Morphological analysis 
and tissue organization were examined by immunohistochemistry 
and confocal microscopy and microglia activation and polarization 
were evaluated using flow cytometry and morphological analysis.
RESULTS: when present in the incubation medium, CBD dose-de-
pendently reduced CA1 and CA3 injury induced by OGD and ka-
inate. Conversely, incubation with THC exacerbated hippocampal 
damage. The neurotoxic effects of THC were dependent on CB1 
receptors. While the neuroprotective effects of CBD were blocked 
by TRPV2 and 5-HT1A antagonists. Confocal microscopy con-
firmed that CBD but not THC had a significant protective effect 
against neuronal damage and tissue disorganization caused by 
OGD and kainate. In the in vitro epilepsy model CBD blocks the 
microglia activation from the M0 to M1 phenotype observed in the 
kainate treated slices, pushing toward a transition from M0 to M2.
CONCLUSIONS: our results suggest that CBD mitigated neu-
ronal damage induced by OGD and kainate with a safe profile. 
These data support the idea that CBD may become a valid and 
safe therapeutic intervention in the treatment of acute neurolog-
ical diseases.

NANOPARTICLE-MEDIATED DELIVERY OF A NEW 
TSPO LIGAND SUPPRESSES INFLAMMATION 
IN LPS-STIMULATED MICROGLIA IN A MOUSE 
MODEL OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 
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OBJECTIVE: the translocator protein 18kDa (TSPO) is a conserved 
outer mitochondrial membrane protein, implicated in inflamma-
tion, cell survival and proliferation. In the central nervous system, 
the expression of TSPO is markedly upregulated in activated mi-
croglia during various disease states such as Alzheimer’s Disease. 
Synthetic as well as endogenous ligands with agonistic or antag-
onistic properties modulate the function of TSPO. Thus, TSPO li-
gands can act as putative therapeutic agents during neuroinflam-
matory processes.  
In the present study, we examined the effectiveness of a new 
TSPO ligand, named TEMNAP, in mitigating inflammatory pro-
cesses associated to dementia. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated 
microglial cells were used as an in vitro model to study the anti-in-
flammatory effects of TEMNAP. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: we explored the efficacy of 
nanoparticle-mediated delivery of TEMNAP by investigating the 
molecular and the morphological properties of LPS-stimulated 
BV2 microglia. In addition, we explored the potential neuropro-
tective effects TSPO modulation in transgenic mice Tg2576, a 
well-known model of Alzheimer.
RESULTS: our results demonstrated that the exposure of BV2 mi-
croglia to TEMNAP significantly reduced the LPS-induced microglia 
proliferation and strongly prevented the expression of the pro-in-
flammatory marker iNOS, as well as the production of nitric oxide. 
In addition, we found that nanoparticle-mediated delivery of 
TEMNAP was more effective in preventing the LPS-induced prolif-
eration of hyperactivated microglia and in reducing the upregula-
tion of the M1 pro-inflammatory markers iNOS and CD86. 

In vivo experiments carried out in transgenic mice Tg2576 con-
firmed the neuroprotective effects of TEMNAP systemically ad-
ministered. 
CONCLUSIONS: collectively, our results revealed a strong neu-
roprotective effect of the new compound TEMNAP and confirm 
that TSPO may represent a useful theranostic target in dementia.

IMPAIRMENT OF REDOX HOMEOSTASIS AND 
ENERGY METABOLISM IN THE BRAIN OF DOWN 
SYNDROME: A SYNERGISTIC PATH TO ALZHEIMER 
DISEASE

A. Tramutola, F. Di Domenico, E. Barone, M. Perluigi 

Department of Biochemical Sciences A. Rossi-Fanelli,  
Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy

OBJECTIVE: Down Syndrome (DS) is the most common genet-
ic disorder due to the abnormal triplication of chromosome 21 
resulting in a variety of pathological phenotypes. Among these, 
individuals affected by DS show with ageing the accumulation 
of oxidative damage associated with defects of the proteostasis 
network. DS is currently considered a human genetic model of 
early onset Alzheimer disease (AD). We hypothesize that redox 
dysregulation is closely linked to metabolic defects, including re-
duced glucose metabolism, energy production and aberrant in-
sulin signaling. Further, loss of protein quality control, including 
proteasome and autophagy, contributed to the accumulation of 
oxidative damage and AD neuropathological hallmarks.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: frontal cortex from post-mortem 
brains from a cohort of DS individuals, prior to and after develop-
ment of AD neuropathology (DS > 40 years, DSAD), vs. respective 
age-matched controls, and brain (cortex and hippocampus) isolated 
from Ts65Dn mice (a mouse model of DS) were analyzed to evalu-
ate: oxidative modifications of proteins by redox proteomics, mTOR/
insulin signaling, markers of autophagy and mitochondrial activity.
RESULTS: collected data demonstrated the early accumulation 
of oxidative damage in the brain of DS individuals before the 
onset of AD neuropathology. We identified oxidized proteins in 
DS and DSAD cases involved in neuronal trafficking; proteostasis 
network; energy metabolism and mitochondrial function. In addi-
tion, we showed that aberrant mTOR/insulin signaling contributes 
to disturbance of protein quality control and energy production.
CONCLUSIONS: the picture that emerges from these studies 
suggests that aberrant redox homeostasis represents an early 
event in DS brain and likely contributes to dysfunction of several 
brain functions ultimately leading to cognitive decline. It is likely 
that perturbation of redox signaling accelerates the onset of AD 
neuropathology in DS population.

NCX3-INDUCED MITOCHONDRIAL DYSFUNCTION 
IN MIDBRAIN LEADS TO NEUROINFLAMMATION 
IN STRIATUM OF A53T-α-SYNUCLEIN TRANSGENIC 
OLD MICE
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OBJECTIVE: the molecular mechanisms involved in the pathogen-
esis of selective dopaminergic neurodegeneration are complex and 
not completely understood. The increase of alpha-synuclein aggre-
gates, oxidative stress, altered intracellular Ca2+-homeostasis, mito-
chondrial dysfunction and disruption of mitochondrial integrity are 
considered among the pathogenic factors leading to dopaminergic 
neuronal loss. In this regard, it is noteworthy that mitochondria crit-
ically regulate inflammatory processes, and that neuroinflamma-
tion also emerged as a potential causative mechanism of neuronal 
demise, as suggested by preclinical and clinical studies. A positive 
correlation between the serum levels of inflammatory mediators 
and Parkinson’s Disease (PD) onset, as well as a key role for mito-
chondria in this process have been recently hypothesized.
This study aims to investigate the molecular mechanisms leading 
to mitochondrial dysfunction and their relationship with the acti-
vation of the neuroinflammatory process occurring in PD.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: to address these issues, exper-
iments were performed in vivo, in a familial model of PD rep-
resented by mice carrying the human mutation of α-synuclein 
A53T under the prion murine promoter, and in vitro, in primary 
culture of neuronal and glial cells obtained from midbrain and 
striatum isolated from WT and α-synuclein A53T transgenic mice. 
In these models, the expression and activity of NCX isoforms, a 
family of important transporters regulating ionic homeostasis in 
mammalian cells working in a bidirectional way, were evaluated. 
Mitochondrial function was monitored by confocal microscopy 
and fluorescent dyes to measure mitochondrial calcium content, 
mitochondrial membrane potential and Free radical production in 
neuronal and glial cells.
Parallel experiments were performed in 4 and 16 months old 
A53T-α-synuclein transgenic mice to correlate the functional data 
obtained in vitro with mitochondrial dysfunction and neuroin-
flammation through biochemical analysis.
RESULTS: the results obtained demonstrated: 1. in α-synuclein 
A53T-transgenic mice mitochondrial dysfunction occurs early in 
midbrain and later in striatum, 2. mitochondrial dysfunction occur-
ring in the midbrain is mediated by the impairment of NCX3 protein 
expression in neurons and astrocytes, 3. mitochondrial dysfunction 
occurring early in midbrain triggers neuroinflammation later into 
striatum, thus contributing to PD progression during mice aging.
CONCLUSIONS: the results reported in the present study demon-
strate that mitochondrial dysfunction might exert a detrimental 
role in PD progression. Specifically, mitochondrial dysfunction 
occurring in mesencephalic neurons from α-synuclein A53T-trans-
genic mice at the early stage of the disease promotes neuronal 
degeneration and activates microglial cells in the striatum. The 
activated microglial cells can in turn promote proinflammatory 
factors release in the striatum of these mice with consequent glial 
activation and progressive impairment of dopaminergic neuronal 
plasticity in the midbrain at the late stage of the disease.

NOVEL ENHANCEMENT MECHANISMS OF THE 
NOCICEPTIVE RESPONSE BY SERUM EXOSOMES 
IN A MOUSE MODEL OF NEUROPATHIC PAIN

(1) K. Hamamura, (2) T. Sakurada, (1) K. Aritake

(1) Laboratory of Chemical Pharmacology, Faculty of Pharmaceutical 
Sciences, Daiichi University of Pharmacy, Fukuoka, Japan
(2) Center for Supporting Pharmaceutical Education, Faculty of 
Pharmaceutical Sciences, Daiichi University of Pharmacy, Fukuoka, Japan

OBJECTIVE: exosomes are small (50-150 nm) membrane vesicles 
of endocytic origin that are found in body fluids and support their 

role in intercellular communication. Although recent studies have 
demonstrated that various biomarkers are involved in the extent of 
pain from the serum exosomes, the effects of exosomes on pain 
have not been elucidated. Our preliminary experiments showed 
that the administration of serum exosomes isolated from mice with 
partial sciatic nerve ligation (PSNL), a mouse model of neuropathic 
pain, to other PSNL mice did not affect the intensity of allodynia. We 
attributed this to the very short half-life of exosomes in the blood 
(2-30 min). Therefore, we focused on formalin-induced nociceptive 
behavior, an established model of acute pain, and investigated the 
effects of serum-derived exosomes from PSNL mice on formalin-in-
duced nociceptive behavior and its molecular mechanisms.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: PSNL model mice were construct-
ed by partially ligating the sciatic nerve in 5-week-old ddY male 
mice (20-22 g). Blood was collected on the 7th day after PSNL 
operation, and the serum was crudely purified by adding an exo-
some enrichment reagent (ExoQuick®) and then purified using 
a size exclusion chromatography column (EVSecond L70®). Im-
mediately after intrathecal (i.t.) administration of serum-derived 
exosomes to normal mice, 0.5% formalin (20 μL) was adminis-
tered within the right hind paw plantar. Nociceptive behavior was 
assessed by calculating the number of seconds the mouse was 
licking or biting the administration site every 30 seconds for up to 
5 minutes after administration.
RESULTS: we found that 0.5% formalin-induced nociceptive 
response was significantly enhanced by i.t. pre-treatment with 
serum exosomes isolated from PSNL but not from sham-operat-
ed mice. In addition, exosomes isolated from PSNL were digest-
ed with trypsin, and the surface protein ‘’shaved’’ exosomes or 
samples in which the exosome structure was disrupted by deter-
gent treatment were ineffective on formalin-induced response. 
Proteome analysis identified 736 proteins from whole exosomes 
derived from mouse serum, and 38 of them showed a 1.5-fold 
or greater increase in expression in the PSNL compared to the 
sham-operated. Among them, complement C5 performed that 
the majority in the sham-operated group was intrinsic to the exo-
somes, whereas the wild-type PSNL group increased the amount 
expressed on the membrane. Furthermore, at doses in which for-
malin-induced nociceptive behavior was enhanced in exosomes 
derived from serum from wild-type PSNL mice, nociceptive behav-
ior was not exacerbated in exosomes derived from complement 
C5 deficient mice serum. Finally, pre-treatment of normal mice 
with the antagonist of complement C5a receptor (PMX53) antag-
onized the aggravation of nociceptive stimulation by exosomes 
derived from the serum of wild-type PSNL mice.
CONCLUSIONS: complement C5, located on the exosomal 
membrane derived from PSNL mouse serum cleaves to C5a in the 
spinal subarachnoid space and plays an important role in potenti-
ating formalin-induced nociceptive behavior via the C5a receptor.

PEA-OXA AMELIORATES ALLODYNIA, 
NEUROPSYCHIATRIC AND ADIPOSE TISSUE 
REMODELLING INDUCED BY SOCIAL ISOLATION
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(1) B. Rinaldi, (2) D. Scuteri, (2) G. Bagetta, (1) E. Palazzo,  
(1) S. Maione, (1) L. Luongo
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OBJECTIVE: chronic social isolation generates a persistent state 
of stress associated with obesity along with some neuro-endo-
crine disorders and central behavioural sequelae (e.g., anxiety, 
depression, aggression, and allodynia). In this study, we evaluated 
the effect of social isolation on body weight, depressive- and anx-
ious-aggressive-like behavior, as well as on phenotypic changes of 
adipocytes from visceral adipose tissue of control (group-housed) 
or socially isolated (single-housed) male mice. The effect of treat-
ment with pentadecyl-2-oxazoline (PEA-OXA), a natural alpha2 
antagonist and histamine H3 protean partial agonist, on these 
alterations was also evaluated. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: single or group-housed mice 
treated with vehicle or PEA-OXA underwent body weight, me-
chanical allodynia, social, anxious-, depressive- and aggres-
sive-like behavior measurements. Proliferation rate, apoptosis, 
senescence, expression of fat lineage genes, lipid droplets and 
proinflammatory cytokines were measured on white adipose tis-
sue adipocytes from group- or single-housed mice. 
Results: single housed mice developed weight gain, mechanical 
allodynia at the von Frey test, aggressiveness in the resident in-

truder test, depression- and anxiety-like behavior in the tail sus-
pension and hole drop tests, respectively. Social recognition mem-
ory was also impaired, suggesting cognitive impairments. Single 
housed mice receiving PEA-OXA showed a general resolution of 
both, physical-metabolic and behavioural alterations associated 
with social isolation. Furthermore, adipocytes from the adipose 
tissue of socially isolated mice showed an evident inflamed phe-
notype (i.e., a reduced rate of proliferation, apoptosis, senes-
cence, and ROS hyper-production together with an increased ex-
pression of IL-1β, IL-10, IL-17, and TNF-α and a decrease of IL-6). 
The treatment with PEA-OXA on adipocytes from single housed 
mice produced a protective/anti-inflammatory phenotype with an 
increased expression of brown adipose tissue biomarker. 
CONCLUSIONS: this study confirms that persistent stress caused 
by social isolation predisposes to obesity and neuropsychiatric 
disorders. PEA-OXA, through its multi-target activity on alpha2 
adrenoceptor and histamine H3 receptors, which have recent-
ly aroused great interest in the neuropsychiatric field, reduces 
weight gain, systemic pro-inflammatory state, allodynia, and af-
fective disorders associated with social isolation.

Graphical abstract

NEW TECHNOLOGIES UNVEIL FUTURE 
RESOURCES FROM THE GLORIOUS PAST OF THE 
NATURAL SUBSTANCES 

S. Maione

Department of Experimental Medicine, Luigi Vanvitelli University of 
Campania, Naples, Italy

Nature, the master of craftsman of molecules created almost an 
inexhaustible array of molecular entities. It stands as an infinite 
resource for drug development, novel chemotypes and pharma-
cophores, and scaffolds for amplification into efficacious drugs 
for a multitude of disease indications and other valuable bioactive 
agents. Although the use of bioactive natural products as herbal 
drug preparations dates back hundreds, even thousands, of years 
ago, their application as isolated and characterized compounds 
to modern drug discovery and development started only in the 
19th century. It has been well documented that natural products 
played critical roles in modern drug development, especially for 
antibacterial and antitumor agents. A huge number of natural 
product-derived compounds in various stages of clinical develop-
ment highlighted the existing viability and significance of the use 
of natural products as sources of new drug candidates. 

Natural products discovered so far have played a vital role in 
improving the human health and have been the drugs of choice 
despite facing a tough competition from compounds derived 
from computational and combinatorial chemistry, due to their 
safety and efficacy. The most striking feature of natural prod-
ucts in connection to their long-lasting importance in drug dis-
covery is their structural diversity that is still largely untapped.
Revitalization of the natural products is bringing newer chal-
lenges with respect to quality control and standardization 
along with cost effectiveness. The renewed interest in the 
development of natural products requires the confluence of 
the modern techniques and harmonization of regulations re-
lated to their research and development between various fields 
of science.

THE AMYLOID PRECURSOR PROTEIN 
PHOSPHORYLATION AT THE TYROSINE-682 
RESIDUE AS DRUGGABLE SIGNATURE IN 
ALZHEIMER DISEASE

(1) S. Serafino, (1) G. Ferretti, (1) P. Mastroianni, (2) A. Angiolillo, 
(2) A. Di Costanzo, (3) G. Corso, (3) P. L. Reveglia, (1) C. Matrone
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OBJECTIVE: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is ranked the sixth leading 
cause of death among elderly in Italy and accounts for 4.3% of 
total deaths. Concerningly, there are currently no biomarkers 
for the early detection nor accurate diagnosis for the preclini-
cal stages of AD. As such, the identification of new therapeu-
tic targets that can be pharmacologically targetable is crucial 
for the development of new potentially effective therapy op-
tions for AD.
We previously demonstrated that the excessive phosphoryla-
tion of the amyloid precursor protein (APP) Tyr682 residue on 
the 682YENPTY687 motif precedes amyloid β accumulation 
and leads to neuronal degeneration. Consistently, APP pTyr682 
increases in neurons or fibroblasts from AD patients. In ad-
dition, Fyn tyrosine kinase (TK) elicits APP phosphorylation at 
the Tyr682 residue (pTyr682) and Fyn TK Inhibitors prevent APP 
pTyr682 and neuronal degeneration in human neurons from 
AD patients.
We here investigated whether APP pTyr682 status changes in 
monocytes from patients with AD using a tandem mass spec-
trometry procedure.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: peripheral blood was collected 
from 130 subjects: 33 healthy volunteers and 90 patients, 30 with 
a diagnosis of subjective cognitive impairment, 30 mild cognitive 
impairment and 37 AD. Aβ42/40 ratio as well as TNFα levels were 
assessed in the plasma of these subjects. APP pTyr682/Tyr682 lev-
els were quantified in monocytes from 10 subjects using tandem 
mass spectrometry procedure.
RESULTS: APP pTyr682/Tyr682 ratio increases in the peripheral 
blood monocytes of 5 out of 7 AD patients analyzed, but not in 
the 3 healthy volunteers. Higher TNFα and Aβ42/40 levels were 
found in the plasma from 35 AD patients when compared to 33 
healthy subjects.
CONCLUSIONS: changes in the levels of APP Tyr682 phosphor-
ylation might become a new peripheral blood biomarker in 
AD patients.

THE COMPLEX MODE OF ACTION OF  
ANTI-NMDA AND ANTI-AMPA ANTIBODIES  
IN THE CNS: TRANSLATIONS TO CLINICAL 
DISORDERS

(1) A. Roggeri, (1) G. Olivero, (1) A. Taddeucci, (1) F. Cisani,  
(2) F. Gardoni, (2) M. Di Luca, (3) C. Usai, (4) B. Borroni,  
(1, 5) A. Pittaluga 

(1) Department of Pharmacy, University of Genoa, Genoa, Italy
(2) Department of Pharmacological and Biomolecular Sciences,  
University of Milan, Milan, Italy
(3) Institute of Biophysics, National Research Council, Genoa, Italy
(4) Department of Clinical and Experimental Sciences, Neurology Unit, 
Centre for Neurodegenerative Disorders, University of Brescia, Brescia, 
Italy
(5) IRCCS San Martino Hospital, Genoa, Italy

OBJECTIVE: in recent years evidence emerged that a variety 
of patients with diverse neuropsychiatric phenotypes carry 

autoantibodies directed against receptors in the central ner-
vous system. Among the possible candidates, NMDA receptor 
and AMPA receptor subunits emerged as preferential immu-
nogenic proteins able to induce the production of antibodies 
that impact differently the insertion of the cognate receptors 
in plasmamembranes, also altering their functions in con-
trolling the glutamatergic pathways in the central nervous 
system (CNS). 
First evidence proved the main role of autoantibodies recognizing 
the Glu1 and the GluN2 subunits in the development of enceph-
alitis and convulsive symptoms. Soon later autoantibodies recog-
nising the GLUA2 and the GLUA3 subunits of the AMPA recep-
tors came to the attention of researchers for their participation to 
the course of frontal cortical dementia and in general to loss of 
cognitive and memory ability. 
As to the impact of the autoantibodies recognizing the NMDA 
receptor subunits on central transmission, incubation of cul-
tured hippocampal neurons with either commercial antibodies 
recognizing the GLUN1 and the GLUN2A and B subunits or 
sera from patients suffering from immune-mediated encepha-
litis causes a significant internalization of the NMDA receptors, 
subtracting them to synaptic connectivity. Differently, antiGluA2 
and anti-GluA3 autoantibodies stabilize the AMPA receptors in 
plasma membranes then prolonging their activity, but the sera 
of patients affected by fronto-temporal dementia having a high 
titre of circulating anti-GluA autoantibodies reduced the central 
AMPA-mediated signalling. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: by using purified isolated nerve 
endings (the synaptosomes) we investigated the impact of com-
mercially available antibodies raised against the external se-
quences of the GluN subunits (namely the GluN1, the GluN2a 
and B, the Glun3 subunits) and of the GluA subunits (i.e., the 
GluA1 to 4 subunits) on the NMDA and the AMPA receptor-me-
diated control of glutamate exocytosis. 
RESULTS: our results confirmed that anti-GluN antibodies 
silence the NMDA-mediated facilitation of glutamate release 
by increasing the internalization of the receptor proteins 
within the synaptosomes particles. Differently, incubation 
of synaptosomes with anti-Glua2 and anti-GluA3 antibodies 
significantly reinforced the AMPA evoked release of gluta-
mate from cortical synaptosomes, while the anti-Glua1 and 
4 antibodies were inactive. Antibody-evoked facilitation of 
the AMPA-evoked glutamate release was dependent on a 
reduced internalization of the AMPA receptors, due to its 
stabilization in plasmamembranes but also to an increased 
insertion of the GluA3 subunits. Lastly, the exposure of 
synaptosomes to the sera of patients suffering from fron-
to-temporal dementia that were titred for their content in 
anti-GluA3 antibodies caused a significant reduction, instead 
of a potentiation, of the AMPA-evoked glutamate exocyto-
sis. The possible mechanism underlying the apparent dis-
crepancy between the impact of anti-GluA antibodies and 
that elicited by sera enriched in anti-GluA3 subunits still is 
matter of debate. 
CONCLUSIONS: the data obtained with synaptosomes sug-
gests that synaptosomes could provide a useful experimental 
approach to verify the impact of autoantibodies on the inser-
tion and the efficiency of NMDA and the AMPA receptors in 
synaptic boutons. Furthermore, the antibody-mediated control 
of the receptor-mediated transmitter exocytosis from these 
particles is predictive of the participation of the targeted sub-
unit in the subunit assembly involved in the receptor expres-
sion, indirectly allowing the pharmacological characterization 
of the subunit composition of these receptors. This “immu-
nopharmacological approach” would improve our knowledge 
of the role of AMPA and NMDA receptors in central autoim-
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mune disease as well as of their pharmacological characteri-
zation bypassing the problem due to the lack of selective sub-
unit ligands.

NEURAL-DERIVED EXTRACELLULAR VESICLES 
(nEVs): A NOVEL APPROACH TO IDENTIFY  
BRAIN ALTERATIONS LEADING TO ALZHEIMER 
DISEASE

(1) M. Perluigi, (2) A. Picca, (3) E. Montanari, (2) R. Calvani,  
(4) F. Marini, (5) R. Matassa, (1) A. Tramutola, (6) A. Villani,  
(5) G. Familiari, (1) F. Di Domenico, (7) D. A. Butterfield,  
(8) K. J. Oh, (2, 9) E.  Marzetti, (6) D. Valentini, (1) E. Barone

(1) Department of Biochemical Sciences A. Rossi-Fanelli, Sapienza 
University of Rome, Rome, Italy 
(2) Fondazione Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli IRCCS,  
Rome, Italy
(3) Department of Chemistry and Applied Biosciences, Institute of 
Pharmaceutical Sciences, ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland
(4) Department of Chemistry, Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy
(5) Department of Anatomical, Histological, Forensic and Orthopedic 
Sciences, Section of Human Anatomy, Sapienza University of Rome,  
Rome, Italy
(6) Pediatric Unit, IRCCS Ospedale Pediatrico Bambino Gesù, Rome, Italy
(7) Department of Chemistry and Sanders-Brown Center on Aging, 
University of Kentucky, Lexington, USA
(8) Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, California, USA
(9) Department of Geriatrics and Orthopedics, Università Cattolica del 
Sacro Cuore, Rome, Italy

OBJECTIVE: intellectual disability, accelerated aging and ear-
ly-onset Alzheimer’s disease (AD) are pathological features 
of Down syndrome (DS). Brain insulin resistance is a key AD 
neuropathological hallmark, and our group reported the ac-
cumulation of brain insulin resistance markers in post-mortem 
brain from adult DS individuals even before AD development. 
However, no reliable diagnostic tools for identifying such al-
terations in living subjects are available. Plasma-resident neu-
ronal-derived extracellular vesicles (nEVs) show great poten-
tial in that regard. Indeed, increased markers of brain insulin 
resistance in nEVs predict the development of AD in elderly 
individuals. While growing research aims at the identification 
of molecular pathways underlying the aging trajectory and 
AD development in DS population, data young DS individuals 
are missing.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Neuronal-derived extracellular 
vesicles (nEVs) were isolated form healthy donors (HD, n = 17) 
and DS children (n = 18) aging from 2 to 17 years, who un-
derwent medical history collection, clinical work-up and fasting 
blood sampling for routine biochemistry and experimental eval-
uations. nEVs content was interrogated for markers of insulin/
mTOR pathways. Moreover, levels of proteins regulating syn-
aptic plasticity mechanisms (syntaxin-1A, PSD95 and CamKIIα) 
were evaluated. The whole set of measured mediator signals 
was used to build a multivariate classification model, with the 
aim of evaluating whether they could provide a differentiation 
between controls and participants with DS.
RESULTS: nEVs isolated from DS children were characterized 
by a significant increase of pIRS1Ser636, a marker of insulin 
resistance, and the hyperactivation of the Akt/mTOR/p70S6K 
axis downstream from IRS1, likely driven by the higher inhi-
bition of PTEN. High levels of pGSK3βSer9 were also found. 
No significant differences were observed for synaptic proteins 

levels between DS and controls. Remarkably, a negative asso-
ciation between pCamK IIαThr286 and both pAktSer243 and pm-
TORSer2448 in HD but not in DS individuals was observed, sug-
gesting that the crosstalk between the insulin/mTOR pathway 
and CaMK IIα may be disrupted in DS, thus contributing to 
intellectual disability.
CONCLUSIONS: the alteration of the insulin signalling/mTOR 
pathways represents an early event in DS brain and likely con-
tributes to the cerebral dysfunctions and intellectual disability 
observed in this unique population. Persistence of brain insulin re-
sistance throughout the life triggers early AD development in DS.

NEUROPHARMACOLOGY OF BERGAMOT 
ESSENTIAL OIL FOR CLINICAL APPLICATION

(1) T. Sakurada, (1) K. Hamamura, (2) S. Katsuyama, (1) T. Komatsu, 
(3) S. Sakurada, (4) D. Scuteri, (4) G. Bagetta 

(1) Daiiichi University of Pharmacy, Fukuoka, Japan
(2) Nihon Pharmaceutical University, Saitama, Japan
(3) Tohoku Medical and Pharmaceutical University, Sendai, Japan
(4) Department of Pharmacy, Health and Nutritional Sciences, University 
of Calabria, Rende, Italy

OBJECTIVE: neuropharmacological studies have recently demon-
strated that bergamot essential oil (BEO) produces remarkable 
neurobiological activities in animals and humans. The pur-
pose of the present work was to examine the efficacy of BEO 
against nociception and allodynia in animal models of acute and 
chronic pain.  
MATERIALS AND METHODS: to investigate pain-relieving ac-
tivity of BEO, capsaicin and formalin were used to evoke acute- 
and acute/persistent-nociception in mice, respectively. The mouse 
was injected capsaicin (1.6 µg) or formalin (2.0%) into the plantar 
surface of right hindpaw. Licking/biting behaviour induced by in-
traplantar (i.plant.) injection of capsaicin and formalin was mea-
sured for a period of 5 min and 30 min, respectively. Antiallodynic 
effect of BEO was examined in the mouse partial sciatic nerve li-
gation (PSNL) model. The spinal activity of extracellular signal-reg-
ulated protein kinases (ERKs, ERK-1 and ERK-2) was analyzed by 
western blotting.
RESULTS: the nociceptive behavioural response evoked by cap-
saicin and formalin was inhibited significantly by i.plant. injection 
of BEO. The antinociceptive effects were antagonized by pretreat-
ment with naloxone hydrochloride and naloxone methiodide. The 
mechanical allodynia was observed within 3 days after the sur-
gery, peaked at day 7 and lasted for 3 weeks. The PSNL produced 
a significant increase in the spinal expression of ERKs at day 7. 
Pretreatment with β-funaltrexiamine (β-FNA), a selective μ-opioid 
receptor antagonist, reversed antiallodynic effect of BEO. In west-
ern blotting analysis, BEO reduced the increase of phosphorylated 
ERKs in mice with PSNL, which was antagonized by β-FNA. The 
opioid receptor antagonists for δ and κ receptors, were ineffective 
on BEO-induced antiallodynic activity. In addition, BEO-induced 
antiallodynia was reversed by pretreatment with antisera against 
β-endorphin. 
CONCLUSIONS: preclinical pharmacological data demonstrates 
that BEO-induced analgesia is mediated by peripheral opioid-re-
ceptors and associated with a reduction of spinal ERK activation. 
The injection of BEO may stimulate a release of β-endorphin from 
keratinocyte in the epidermis of hindpaw, which act at local neu-
ronal μ-opioid receptors to inhibit nociception. Peripherally act-
ing BEO may represent a promising therapeutic approach for the 
treatment of neuropathic pain conditions.
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2-PENTADECYL-2-OXAZOLINE PREVENTS 
COGNITIVE AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR 
IMPAIRMENTS IN THE AMYLOID β-INDUCED 
ALZHEIMER-LIKE MICE MODEL: BRING THE α2 
ADRENERGIC RECEPTOR BACK INTO PLAY

(1) R. Infantino, (1) S. Boccella, (2, 3) D. Scuteri, (1) M. Perrone,  
(1) F. Ricciardi, (4) R. M. Vitale, (1) R. Bonsale, (5) A. Parente,  
(6) I. Allocca, (6) A. Virtuoso, (6) C. De Luca, (1) C. Belardo,  
(4) P. Amodeo, (5) V. Gentile, (6) G. Cirillo, (7) G. Bagetta,  
(1, 8) L. Luongo, (1, 8) S. Maione, (1) F. Guida 

(1) Division of Pharmacology, Department of Experimental Medicine, Luigi 
Vanvitelli University of Campania, Naples, Italy
(2) Department of Pharmacy, Health and Nutritional Sciences, 
Pharmacotechnology Documentation and Transfer Unit, Section of Preclinical 
and Translational Pharmacology, University of Calabria, Rende, Cosenza, Italy
(3) S. Anna Institute, Regional Center for Serious Brain Injuries, Crotone, Italy
(4) Institute of Biomolecular Chemistry, National Research Council (ICB-
CNR), Pozzuoli, Naples, Italy
(5) Division of Biochemistry, Biophysics and General Pathology, Department 
of Precision Medicine, Luigi Vanvitelli University of Campania, Naples, Italy
(6) Department of Mental and Physical Health and Preventive Medicine, 
Laboratory of Morphology of Neuronal Networks and Systems Biology, 
Luigi Vanvitelli University of Campania, Naples, Italy
(7) Department of Pharmacy, Health and Nutritional Sciences, Section of 
Preclinical and Translational Pharmacology, University of Calabria, Rende, Italy
(8) IRCSS, Neuromed, Pozzilli, Italy

OBJECTIVES: the 2-pentadecyl-2-oxazoline (PEA-OXA) is a 
natural compound with protective action in neuro-inflamma-

tion. We have previously shown that PEA-OXA behaves as 
an α2 adrenergic receptor (α2AR) antagonist and a putative 
protean agonist on histamine H3 receptors. Recently, neuroin-
flammation and monoaminergic neurotransmission dysfunc-
tion has drawn particular attention in Alzheimer Disease (AD) 
pathophysiology. In this context, the objective of this study 
was to investigate the effects of the dual-acting PEA-OXA in 
an AD-like model in mice. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: a combined computational and 
experimental approach was used to evaluate the ability of PEA-
OXA to bind α2A-AR subtype, and to investigate the effects of 
PEA-OXA treatment on neuropathological (behavioural and func-
tional) effects induced by soluble Amyloid β 1-42 (sAβ 1–42) in-
tracerebroventricular injection. 
RESULTS: computational analysis revealed the PEA-OXA ability 
to bind the α2A-AR, a pharmacological target for AD, in two 
alternative poses, one overlapping the Na+ binding site. In vivo 
studies indicated that chronic treatment with PEA-OXA (10 mg/
kg, os) restored the cognitive (discriminative and spatial memory) 
deficits and social impairments induced by sAβ injection. Con-
sistently, electrophysiological analysis showed a recovery of the 
long-term potentiation in the hippocampus (Lateral Entorhinal 
Cortex-Dentate Gyrus pathway), while neuroinflammation, i.e., 
increased pro-inflammatory cytokines levels and microglia cells 
density were reduced.
CONCLUSIONS: these data provide the basis for further inves-
tigation of the pro-cognitive aptitude of PEA-OXA by proposing 
it as an adjuvant in the treatment in AD, for which the available 
pharmacological approaches remain unsatisfactory. Moreover, 
this study offers new future direction in research investigating the 
role of α2AR in neuropsychiatric illness and therapies. 

Graphical abstract
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EFFECTS OF CHRONIC TREATMENT WITH A 
PHYTOSOMAL PREPARATIONS CONTAINING 
CENTELLA ASIATICA L. AND CURCUMA LONGA 
L. ON COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE IN RATS: 
INVOLVEMENT OF NEUROPLASTIC MECHANISMS

F. Calabrese, P. Brivio, E. Sangiovanni, M. Fumagalli, M. T. Gallo,  
G. Racagni, M. Dell’Agli

Department of Pharmacological and Biomolecular Sciences, University of 
Milan, Milan, Italy

BACKGROUND: it has been demonstrated that different drugs 
and phytochemicals lead to beneficial effects at molecular levels 
and improve memory and cognitive functions by targeting Bdnf 
machinery. Indeed, the Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (Bdnf) is 
the most diffuse neurotrophin, involved in several positive func-
tions both during the development and at adulthood. Moreover, 
local protein synthesis is a very complex and fine-regulated mech-
anism, associated with synaptic plasticity and memory.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: a phytosomal preparation contain-
ing Centella asiatica L. (Gotu kola, Asiatic pennywort) and Curcuma 
longa L. (Turmeric) (50 mg/kg or 250 mg/kg) was administered for 
10 days to naïve rats and Bdnf expression and its high-affinity re-
ceptor TRKB were evaluated. Furthermore, we assessed whether 
the increase in Bdnf signaling was paralleled by an upregulation 
of de novo protein synthesis by focusing on the prefrontal cortex.
RESULTS: we provide evidence that the chronic administration of 
the phytosomal preparation containing C. asiatica and C. longa 
positively affects neuroplastic mechanisms by increasing the ex-
pression of Bdnf and the activation of the downstream pathways 
via TRKB receptor. Moreover, we observed that the increase of the 
neurotrophin is paralleled by changes in the translation machinery 
with an enhanced activation of proteins involved in cognitive and 
memory processes. 
CONCLUSIONS: our data support the use of phytosome prepa-
ration in ameliorating brain plasticity in the PFC and despite the 
necessity of more detailed analyses and clinical trials, the use of this 
phytosomal preparation could be used as supportive therapy in BD-
NF-impaired subjects characterized by memory and cognitive dys-
functions such as elderlies and patients with Alzheimer’s disease.

EFFECT OF CANNABIDIOL ON HUMAN 
POLYMORPHONUCLEAR LEUKOCYTES: 
RELEVANCE FOR NEUROINFLAMMATION AND 
NEUROPATHIC PAIN

(1, 2) F. Marino, (1) E. Rasini, (1) A. Luini, (1) M. Legnaro, (1) S. 
Martini, (1) A. Gemma, (3) B. Pacchetti, (3, 4) M. Sodergren, (1, 2) 
M. Cosentino

(1) Center for Research in Medical Pharmacology, University of Insubria, 
Varese, Italy
(2) Center of Neuroscience, University of Insubria, Varese, Italy
(3) Curaleaf International, London, United Kingdom
(4) Department of Surgery and Cancer, Imperial College London, London, 
United Kingdom

OBJECTIVE: cannabidiol (CBD), the main non-psychoactive com-
ponent of cannabis plants (Cannabis sativa L.), is increasingly 
considered as an effective treatment for inflammatory disorders 
of the nervous system, including multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer dis-
ease and more others. CBD is effective on several neuroinflam-
mation-associated symptoms such as pain and spasticity, possibly 

due to its anti-inflammatory and immunomodulating properties. 
In depth characterization of the relevant targets acted upon by 
CBD will greatly help to fully exploit its therapeutic potential.
Neuroinflammation is due to a complex interplay between pe-
ripheral immunity and central nervous system-resident immune 
cells, ultimately leading to neuronal damage. Among peripheral 
immune cells, human polymorphonuclear leukocyte (PMN) are 
rapidly recruited to the sites of injury in peripheral and central 
nervous system damage. In previous studies, we have extensively 
characterized the ability of CBD to inhibit functional responses of 
PMN to proinflammatory stimuli.
In animal models of neuropathic nerve injury circulating PMN ex-
hibit a primed profile, resulting in a significant increase in their re-
sponse to activating stimuli. Primed PMN are critical for PMN-me-
diated tissue injury in many different diseases.
AIMS: to investigate, in isolated human PMN, the ability of CBD 
to counteract priming-enhanced responses. To this end, we mea-
sured apoptosis, cell migration, reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
generation, and adhesion molecules expression, all steps critically 
involved in tissue invasion and inflammatory cascade activation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: experiments were performed in 
human PMN isolated from buffy coats of healthy donors as previ-
ously described. PMN priming was induced by LPS (100 or 1000 
ng/ml, as appropriate for each model). Cells were cultured un-
der resting or primed conditions and finally ROS generation was 
measured by spectrofluorimetric analysis, cell migration through 
a microscopic evaluation and apoptosis and adhesion molecule 
expression by cytofluorimetric assay.
RESULTS: CBD (0.1-1 µM) was unable to affect all the cell func-
tions tested under resting conditions. In all the tested conditions, 
CBD (0.1-1 µM) was unable to affect apoptosis in primed PMN, 
while on the contrary priming-induced ROS generation was sig-
nificantly prevented by CBD, although the statistical significance 
was obtained only with CBD 1 µM. Primed induced adhesion 
molecules expression was not affected by CBD in the whole con-
centration range tested. Finally, fMLP-induced cell migration was 
significantly enhanced by LPS priming and CBD concentration-de-
pendently reduced the effect of priming (0.1-1 µM), reaching the 
statistical significance at 0.1 µM.
CONCLUSIONS: the present study shows that CBD extensively 
affects human PMN functions in a safe range of concentrations. 
We have extended our previous observations showing that CBD 
not only affect some PMN key functions, but also that CBD is able 
to prevents priming-induced effects on these functions (migra-
tion and ROS generation), although without affecting priming-in-
duced adhesion molecule expression.
It will be of extreme interest to investigate if the in vitro observed 
effects will be maintained in vivo in diseases in which PMN prim-
ing play a pivotal role (e.g., neurodegenerative diseases, periph-
eral inflammatory diseases). Studies in patients can provide data 
to achieve additional information’s about the possibility to use 
of this safe product in different pathological conditions including 
inflammation-related pain or other diseases both CNS and in the 
periphery in which pain and inflammation play a key role.

DEMENTIA THERAPEUTICS: BIOTECH DRUGS

C. Fenoglio, D. Galimberti, A. Arighi, E. Scarpini

Neurodegenerative Disease Unit, Fondazione IRCCS Ca’ Granda Ospedale 
Maggiore Policlinico, University of Milan, Milan, Italy 

OBJECTIVE: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most prevalent type 
of age-associated dementia in the world. The main pathological 
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features consist of amyloid-β (Aβ) plaque deposits and neurofibril-
lary tangles constituted of hyperphosphorylated tau protein. Up 
to now, only a few AD treatments approved have been approved 
by regulatory agencies, but the majority are limited for partial 
symptomatic relief to patients and are not able to modify the dis-
ease progression. 
The main focus of this review is to summarize recent evidence 
on the mechanism, therapeutic effects and clinical trial results 
of immunotherapy against amyloid-beta (Aβ) compounds in pa-
tients with AD, mainly focusing on the impact of aducanumab 
and lecanemab, as well as other antibodies targeting Aβ, on AD 
pathology and clinical manifestations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: a literature search of MEDLINE/
PubMed and a search of ClinicalTrials.gov were conducted through 
last years. 
RESULTS: all compounds analysed are safe and passed the Phase 
1. In Phase 2, the biological effect has been proven, i.e., decreased 
brain Aβ load at Amy-PET. In Phase III trials, clinical outcomes have 
been evaluated, leading to many trial failures. Reasons for this 
are the late treatment and the lack of biomarkers for patient in-
clusion. In light of the above, more recent clinical trial design has 
been modified including patients with prodromal AD, leading to 
promising results in terms of safety, positive effects on decreasing 
brain Aβ levels and improving cognitive impairment.
CONCLUSIONS: the novel highly specific antibodies targeting Aβ 
as disease modifying therapies for AD have been developed and 
tested in several clinical trials. In particular aducanumab and leca-
nemab showed beneficial effects. However, the efficacy of these 
compound in patients is still not certain and there are many open 
questions to be answered.  
Lastly, disease modifying interventions with antibodies for AD 
must be performed early, otherwise treatment will be likely not 
effective due to massive neuronal loss.

TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS GENE EXPRESSION 
IN CD4+ T-CELL FROM ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 
PATIENTS:  A PILOT STUDY

(1) L. Princiotta Cariddi, (1, 2) M. Mauri, (1) V. Rebecchi,  
(3) M. Legnaro, (3) A. Luini, (3, 4) S. Martini, (4) E. Lami,  
(3, 4) M. Cosentino, (3, 4) F. Marino, (1, 4) M. Versino

(1) Neurology and Stroke Unit, ASST Sette Laghi Hospital, Varese, Italy 
(2) Department of Biotechnology and Life Sciences, University of Insubria, 
Varese, Italy
(3) Center of Research in Medical Pharmacology, University of Insubria, 
Varese, Italy
(4) Department of Clinical Medicine, University of Insubria, Varese, Italy 

OBJECTIVE: in recent years neuroinflammation has been hy-
pothesized as an important contributing factor of Alzheimer’s 
Disease (AD) pathogenesis. Several evidences suggest that adap-
tive immune system plays a key role into neuroinflammation in 
neurodegenerative disorders, such Parkinson’s Disease. Based on 
these assumptions, we have designed a case-control pilot-study, 
with the aim of identifying biomarkers of immune dysregulation 
in AD, by evaluating the expression of CD4+Tcells transcription-
al-factors and pro/anti-inflammatory cytokines profile, in patients 
with Mild-Cognitive-Impairment (MCI) and AD, compared with 
No-Cognitive-Impairment (NCI) subjects. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: between December 2019 and Oc-
tober 2021, we recruited subjects, selected from Centre-for-Cog-
nitive-Disorders of Neurology-Department, ASST-Settelaghi-Hos-
pital, enrolled in MCI-group with a MMSE > 24 and CDR: 0.5 

and AD-group with a MMSE: 20-24 and CDR: 1. The NCI group 
were healthy subjects with MMSE > 27 and CDR: 0, matched by 
age, sex, and schooling. During the enrolment visit, data concern-
ing demographic (age, sex, schooling, BMI), clinical-anamnestic 
(hypertension, diabetes, oncological disorder, heart disease, dys-
lipidemia) and instrumental (brain CT/brain MRI/brain FDG-PET/
amyloid PET only for MCI and AD group) variables were record-
ed and blood samples were collected for CD4+Tcells isolation 
and for blood cytokines (TNF-α, IL-10, IFN-γ, IL-6) determina-
tion. CD4+Tcells were processed for identification of transcrip-
tional-factors-mRNA-levels (Nurr1/RORyC/GATA3/Tbet1/FoxP3/
STAT1/STAT3/STAT4/STAT6). Demographic, clinical, instrumental 
and laboratory data were analysed. Statistical significance of the 
difference among groups was analysed by means of Student’s 
t-test and the chi-q test for continuous and categorical variables.
RESULTS: we have enrolled 50 subjects: 25-NCI-group, 9-MCI-
group and 16-AD-group, homogeneously distributed for anam-
nestic and demographic variables. In terms of “gene-pattern” of 
CD4+Tcells, Tbet1 transcriptional-factor, related to Th1 differen-
tiation, specifically differentiated MCI-group from AD and NCI-
groups (p = 0.02). No differences were found in TNF-α, IFN-γ, 
IL-10 and IL-6 plasma levels among the three groups. Examining 
the correlation between the presence of microvascular enceph-
alopathy, known to be a predisposing neuroinflammatory con-
dition, in MCI and AD group (by brain CT/MRI) and the specific 
“gene-pattern” of CD4+Tcells, in MCI with microvascular en-
cephalopathy Nurr1, related to Treg cells-lineage, was less ex-
pressed (p = 0.02), while STAT4, related to Th1-lineage, was more 
expressed (p = 0.03). No differences emerged in Tbet1 expression 
(p = 0.12). A final sub analysis was conducted on brain FDG-PET 
pattern and peripheral lymphocytes profile of MCI and AD group. 
In MCI-group Nurr1 was less expressed in “bilateral frontal-pari-
etal-temporal-occipital-hypometabolism” (p = 0.02). In the AD-
group “bilateral-temporo-parietal-profile” was related with an 
increased Nurr1,GATA3,STAT1,STAT4 expression (p < 0.05). In 
“bilateral-frontal-parietal-temporal-occipital-hypometabolism” 
there was a reduced RORγC and STAT-4 expression (p < 0.,05). In 
“bilateral-frontal-parietal-temporal-hypometabolism” there was 
a STAT-1 reduction (p < 0.05). 
CONCLUSIONS: MCI shows an inflammatory state, that is no 
longer detectable in NCI and AD. The higher expression of Tbet1 
in MCI-group is not related to higher incidence of associated 
vascular-encephalopathy, but to the presence of AD itself. The 
most-diffuse-brain-AD-hypometabolism showed a reduced ex-
pression of transcriptional-factors, implied in pro-inflammatory 
immune response. A less-advanced-AD-hypometabolism showed 
an increased expression of transcriptional-factors, implied in an-
ti-inflammatory immune response. These data confirm the hy-
pothesis that a pro-inflammatory process could be exist in an early 
Alzheimer’s Disease stage and gradually it could be decrease in 
advanced stages.

DEMENTIA THERAPEUTICS AND COGNITIVE 
REHABILITATION

A. Leo, M. Tallarico, G. E. Lombardo, R. Citraro, G. De Sarro

Department of Science of Health, School of Medicine, System and Applied 
Pharmacology, University of Magna Grecia, Magna Graecia University of 
Catanzaro, Catanzaro, Italy

OBJECTIVE: it is well known that patients with Alzheimer’s dis-
ease (AD) have an increased risk of spontaneous recurrent sei-
zures (SRSs) and epilepsy. Similarly, people with epilepsy (PWE) 
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display an augmented risk of cognitive impairment. To date, the 
correlation between epilepsy and cognitive deficit still needs to be 
fully clarified, solving substantial doubts about if epilepsy causes 
dementia or vice versa and if shared mechanisms underlie both 
pathologies. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: here, we review evidence indicat-
ing that patients with AD could present subclinical epileptiform 
discharges, which in turn, can hasten cognitive decline and wors-
en the quality of life in these patients. Targeted pharmacological 
intervention to decrease anomalous network hyperexcitability 
could represent a valid therapeutic strategy to delay the onset 
of later neurodegenerative alterations and consequential cogni-
tive deficits by several years in patients. A prompt diagnosis and 
management of seizures in patients with AD should be practiced. 
In this context, no guidelines are available for epileptic activity 
treatment. 
CONCLUSIONS: randomized clinical studies are needed not only 
to update clinicians about the symptomatic treatment of seizures 
in AD patients but also to recognize if treatment with antisei-
zure medications (ASMs) might have disease-modifying proper-
ties. Furthermore, it will be crucial to increase the use of experi-
mental models of AD to comorbid conditions, including epilepsy, 
both to uncover the processes underlying seizure onset and to 
describe their role in cognitive impairment. These models might 
also be suitable for discovering pharmacological compounds that 
are therapeutically effective and reliable early biomarkers for 
SRSs in AD.

IMAGING OF DEMENTIA AND ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE

F. Garaci, N. Pucci, R. Floris

Diagnostic Imaging and Neuroradiology, Policlinico Tor Vergata, University 
of Rome Tor Vergata, Rome, Italy

Dementia is one of the major causes of disability and dependency 
in older people worldwide, affecting an estimated 50 million peo-
ple, according to the World Health Organization. As the global 
population ages, this number is expected to rise to 150 million by 
2050 as life expectancy increases. 
Early recognition of preclinical and prodromal stages of dementia 
(Mild Cognitive Impairment, MCI) is of crucial importance to take 
preventive actions and appropriate treatments that may delay or 
improve symptoms or the transition to dementia.
Unfortunately, early diagnosis of dementia is a rather complicated 
process, relying mainly on the patient’s clinical data, while tradi-
tional imaging plays a secondary role, lacking in the early stages 
of obvious degenerative changes that only manifest in advanced 
disease. The main changes consist primary of selective atrophies 
and focal perfusion/metabolic deficits. 
The latest imaging techniques such as fMRI/PET/SPECT can not 
only identify degenerative changes, secondary to hypometabo-
lism, amyloid plaques, and atrophy, but also provide quantitative 
information on certain biomarkers, which may suggest the diag-
nosis and prognosis of a particular disease.  
In recent years, artificial intelligence (AI) is taking on an increas-
ingly prominent role in the field of neuroimaging, aimed at re-
searching models and algorithms that support the radiologist’s 
decision making in clinical and research settings. 
One of the areas that has been the immediate and most frequent 
target of AI applications is dementia, with a focus on Alzheimer’s 
disease, consequently leading to a significant acceleration of re-
search in this field.

Indeed, the high prevalence of neurodegenerative diseases has 
allowed the creation of large publicly accessible neuroimaging 
databases, the largest of which is the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuro-
imaging Initiative (ADNI).
The existence of these freely accessible databases has attracted 
great interest in the scientific community dealing with artificial 
intelligence.
AI techniques have found special application in the field of de-
mentia whose diagnosis consists of looking for subtle anatomical 
or functional changes that are often difficult to detect and com-
bining multiple biomarkers, both clinical and imaging. Of partic-
ular interest is the application of AI in predictive diagnostics of 
dementia. 
Several Machine Learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) techniques, 
using Artificial Neuronal Networks (ANNs), have been proposed 
as useful aids in the diagnosis of dementia. These techniques 
showed good potential in enabling classification of various de-
mentias, recognition of underlying causes of various neurological 
disorders with cognitive impairment, and thus valuable support 
for early diagnosis.

IMAGING BIOMARKERS FOR ALZHEIMER’S 
DISEASE AND GLAUCOMA: CURRENT AND 
FUTURE PRACTICES

C. Nucci, A. Martucci

Department of Experimental Medicine, Ophthalmology Unit, Tor Vergata 
University of Rome, Rome, Italy

OBJECTIVE: glaucoma is the most important cause of global 
blindness. Intraocular pressure (IOP) is the major risk factor for the 
disease. However, other unrelated factors have been correlated 
with the risk of development and progression of the disease. Glau-
coma, in fact, is a complex disease, and it has been linked with oth-
er neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD).  
Nowadays, the diagnosis of glaucoma only relies on clinical as-
pects of the optic nerve, visual field test, and optical coherence 
tomography. Though the multidisciplinary aspect of the disease 
suggests that other biomarkers may be useful for the diagnosis, 
thus underling the importance of novel imaging techniques sup-
porting clinicians. 
MATERIAL AND METHODS: we evaluated the frequency of 
glaucoma-like alterations in a group of patients with AD using 
diagnostic criteria based on Frequency Doubling Technology pe-
rimetry and Heidelberg Retinal Tomography-3. Then we evaluat-
ed glaucomatous patients using advanced neuroimaging tech-
niques searching for degenerative changes in the visual pathway.  
In particular, we employed Diffusion Kurtosis Imaging (DKI) to 
evaluate normal-appearing white matter (NAWM) changes in 
patients with primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) as com-
pared with healthy controls in a regionally unbiased, voxel-wise 
manner. Then, POAG patients were examined using resting-state 
functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) which is com-
monly employed to study changes in functional brain connectiv-
ity, by combining multi-shell diffusion-weighted imaging, multi-
shell, multi-tissue probabilistic tractography, graph theoretical 
measures and a recently designed ‘disruption index’, which eval-
uates the global reorganization of brain networks. 
RESULTS: the evidence of a potential connection between AD 
and glaucoma emerged because patients with AD, despite lower 
mean IOP, showed a fivefold increase in glaucoma compared to 
controls. Remarkably, the neuroimaging studies evaluating the 
modifications of the visual pathways and brain functions in glau-
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comatous patients reported abnormalities in structural, ultra-
structural, and functional brain networks compared to controls. 
In this regard, after estimating both DTI indices (mean dif-
fusivity and fractional anisotropy), whole-brain, voxel-wise 
statistical comparisons were performed in white matter us-
ing Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (TBSS). We found wide-
spread differences in several white matter tracts in patients 
with glaucoma compared to controls in several metrics 
(mean kurtosis, kurtosis anisotropy, radial kurtosis, and 
fractional anisotropy) which involved localization well be-
yond the visual pathways, and involved cognitive, motor, 
face recognition, and orientation functions amongst others.  
In addition, POAG patients showed statistically significant 
group-wise differences in subject-wise disruption indexes in 
all local metrics. Two brain regions serving as hubs in healthy 
controls were not present in the POAG group. Instead, three 
hub regions were present in POAG but not in controls.  
We found both global and local structural connectivity differ-
ences between POAG patients and controls, which extended 
well beyond the primary visual pathway and were localized in 
the left calcarine gyrus, left lateral occipital cortex, right lin-
gual gyrus, and right paracentral lobule. Group-wise and sub-
ject-wise disruption indices also differed between POAG pa-
tients and controls. 
CONCLUSIONS: overall, we found, in patients with POAG, a 
whole-brain structural reorganization that spans a variety of 
brain regions involved in visual processing, motor control, and 
emotional/cognitive functions. Interestingly, several imaging al-
terations found in glaucoma patients are like those found in dis-
connection syndromes, such as AD. This evidence supports the 
hypothesis of the existence of common pathological pathways 
bringing to the development of the two diseases. Many patho-
genetic mechanisms underlie both these diseases, leading to 
many common biomarkers that neuroimaging techniques can 
detect and follow up. This also implies several potential benefits 
for the diagnosis and treatment of both diseases.

COGNITIVE REHABILITATION: A PRACTICAL 
FRAMEWORK OF ENABLEMENT FOR PEOPLE 
LIVING WITH DEMENTIA

(1, 2) L. Clare

(1) University of Exeter Medical School, Exeter, UK
(2) NIHR Applied Research Collaboration South-West Peninsula, Exeter, UK

OBJECTIVE: this talk describes the development of, and 
evidence for, cognitive rehabilitation (CR) for people with 
mild-to-moderate dementia. CR is a goal-oriented personalised 
behavioural intervention addressing the impact of cognitive im-
pairment on everyday functioning. CR does not set out to train 
cognition or improve performance on cognitive tests; rather, it 
uses a goal-oriented, problem-solving approach to facilitate im-
proved management of functional disability. CR is conducted on 
an individual basis in the home setting, with carers fully involved 
and supported wherever possible. CR focuses on what is import-
ant to each person and is tailored to the person’s needs through 
collaborative goal-setting. The main outcome is the extent to 
which personal goals are attained.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: we gathered initial evidence 
for efficacy through a series of single-case designs which pro-
vided proof of concept, and we conducted two single-site tri-
als, one with people diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease and 
the other with people who had Parkinsonian dementias. We 

then recruited nearly 500 people living with mild-to-moderate 
Alzheimer’s, vascular or mixed dementia to a large multi-site 
trial, the GREAT trial. Following this we conducted an imple-
mentation study to examine the effectiveness of CR when pro-
vided as part of routine health services rather than under trial 
conditions.
RESULTS: people who engaged in CR improved their function-
ing in relation to the personal goals targeted in the intervention. 
The two single-site trials demonstrated superiority of CR to both 
active control and treatment as usual conditions at post-inter-
vention follow up. The GREAT trial demonstrated superiority of 
CR to treatment as usual at post-intervention and 6 month fol-
low up. The same or stronger effects were demonstrated when 
CR was provided as part of routine health services. Based on 
these findings we produced an e-learning course for practi-
tioners and co-produced a self-management resource based on 
CR principles for people with dementia.
CONCLUSIONS: CR can enable people with dementia to im-
prove their functioning in relation to activities that are important 
and meaningful for them. Supporting functional ability can form 
a helpful element in post-diagnostic support and may also have 
worthwhile longer-term benefits. 

MANAGEMENT OF NEURODEGENERATIVE 
LANGUAGE DISORDERS

(1, 2) S. F. Cappa

(1) IUSS Cognitive Neuroscience (ICoN) Center, University School for 
Advanced Studies (IUSS), Pavia, Italy 
(2) Dementia Research Center, IRCCS Fondazione Istituto Neurologico 
Casimiro Mondino, Pavia, Italy

OBJECTIVE: there is increasing evidence to support the effec-
tiveness of targeted speech rehabilitation therapy in primary 
progressive aphasia (PPA), with or without the addition of non-
invasive brain stimulation. For example, in the nonfluent variant 
(nfvPPA), motor speech disorder and agrammatism have shown 
positive effects to structured oral reading task training and 
VISTA (video-implemented script training for aphasia) therapy. 
In addition, when coupled with speech therapies, transcranial 
direct current stimulation (tDCS) has demonstrated improve-
ments in various speech and language performances in all vari-
ants of PPA. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: review of the available evidences 
about PPA management; meta-analysis of effectiveness of lan-
guage training and non-invasive brain stimulation on oral and 
written naming performance in PPA. 
RESULTS: the available evidence supports the effectiveness of 
neuromodulation techniques associated with speech and lan-
guage rehabilitation (SLR) in PPA patients. The results are how-
ever heterogeneous and prediction of outcome at the individual 
subject level is not presently possible. 
CONCLUSIONS: management options need to be offered 
to PPA patients through the organization of a network of 
specialized centers providing neuromodulation, SLR and 
telemedicine support. At the research level, an increased un-
derstanding of the mechanisms responsible for the effects 
of non-invasive neuromodulation techniques in Primary Pro-
gressive Aphasia (PPA) on the large-scale language networks 
of the human brain is a necessary step for the prediction of 
individual response to neurostimulation and for the develop-
ment of a precision-medicine approach based on personalized 
neuromodulation protocols.
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TARGETING PAIN TO CONTROL 
NEUROPSYCHIATRIC SYMPTOMS OF DEMENTIA: 
THE NEED FOR TAILORED CLINICAL TRIALS

(1, 2) D. Scuteri

(1) Department of Pharmacy, Health and Nutritional Sciences, 
Pharmacotechnology Documentation and Transfer Unit, Section of Preclinical 
and Translational Pharmacology, University of Calabria, Rende, Italy
(2) Regional Center for Serious Brain Injuries, S. Anna Institute, Crotone, 
Italy

OBJECTIVE: in the last decades improved social conditions in-
creased life expectancy and, consequently, the impact of age-re-
lated neurodegenerative diseases such as dementia. In fact, it is 
estimated that some 55 million people are affected by dementia 
and this number is going to triple by 2050. Despite recent develop-
ments in biotechnology, we still do not have any disease-modify-
ing drugs. Aside cognitive impairment, after the diagnosis or even 
before the onset some 97% of patients develop neuropsychiatric 
symptoms (NPS) remarkably reducing quality of life. Among NPS 
depression is tightly linked to dementia through a phenomenon 
of reverse causation and agitation is on of the symptoms most 
resistant to treatment. The therapy of NPS consists in the use of 
atypical antipsychotics, often off-label and increasing of 1.6-1.7-
fold the risk of death for cardiocerebrovascular accidents. One of 
the most important triggers of agitation during severe dementia 
is unrelieved pain because of lack of self-reporting. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: over the years various drugs with 
the most disparate mechanisms of action were tested for the 
therapy of NPS, from classic and atypical antipsychotics to anti-
depressants such as citalopram and escitalopram, up to anticon-
vulsants and mood stabilizers such as carbamazepine, gabapentin 
and valproic acid. However, a safe and effective treatment is not 
available. Here we propose the multi-step process that we imple-
ment to obtain this purpose. 
RESULTS: the investigation of the treatment of pain and NPS in 
community-dwelling patients suffering from dementia was evalu-
ated for the first time on a wide real-world sample. The results 
demonstrate poor treatment of chronic and, particularly, neu-
ropathic pain, with underdiagnosis of dementia and off-label el-
evated use of antipsychotics and antidepressants. Since pain as-
sessment is the main barrier to pain relief in severe dementia, the 
validation trial (protocol No. 31/2017 approved by Calabria Region 
Ethical Committee) provided, for the first time, the Italian setting 
with I-MOBID2, a pain scale unique since it detects even concealed 
musculoskeletal and visceral pain, that proved to be valid and reli-
able and unravel pain in over a half of the cohort recruited suffering 
from severe dementia. The effect of establishment of appropriate 
pain treatment on reduction of the Cohen-Mansfield Agitation In-
ventory score and on as-need agitation rescue medications is under 
investigation. Moreover, in order to provide patients with a safe 
and effective needs-oriented and patient-centered treatment, the 
essential oil of bergamot (BEO) that demonstrated sound preclinical 

evidence of analgesic activity, was engineered in a nanotechnology 
delivery system to allow the study of its activity in a double-blind 
clinical trial. In fact, the Bergamot rehabilitation AgaINst agitation 
in dementia (BRAINAID) randomized, double-blind, placebo-con-
trolled trial to assess the efficacy of furocoumarin-free bergamot 
loaded in a nanotechnology-based delivery system of the essen-
tial oil in the treatment of agitation in severe dementia patients 
(Mini-Mental State Examination ≤ 12) is registered on FDA reposi-
tory (NCT04321889) and it is actually recruiting. 
CONCLUSIONS: NanoBEO confirms the analgesic activity of BEO 
and it guarantees the titration and stability of the active principles 
of the phytocomplex and the consequent reproducibility of the 
effects. In addition, NanoBEO traps odor making double-blind 
study possible. The NCT04321889 BRAINAID clinical trial might 
provide the rationale for safer treatment of agitation and pain, 
and it can confirm the analgesic properties of BEO in the clinic, 
offering a significant improvement in the quality of life of patients 
with dementia. Moreover, these studies shed light on the step-by-
step preclinical-to-clinical pathway followed for BEO to overcome 
typical biases of research in the field of essential oils to provide 
high certainty of the body of evidence.

IMPORTANCE OF THE AUTONOMIC AND 
BEHAVIORAL RESPONSE IN THE ASSESSMENT 
OF PAIN IN PATIENTS WITH DISORDERS OF 
CONSCIOUSNESS

F. Riganello

S. Anna Institute, Crotone, Italy

OBJECTIVE: the pain was defined as “an unpleasant sensory 
and emotional experience arising from actual or potential tissue 
damage or described in terms of such damage” (Internation-
al Association for the Study of the Pain). However, its nature is 
subjective and implies that pain may only be detected when a 
patient reports its presence. The pain assessment in patients with 
disorders of consciousness is important for its possible prognostic 
value. However, assessing pain in these patients is challenging, 
and the only behavioral assessment could be no exhaustive. We 
aim to investigate the behavioral and autonomic response to the 
nociceptive stimulus to define a more effective approach to pain 
assessment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: they were considered peer-reviewed 
publications regarding the behavioral assessment or/and autonomic 
nervous system (ANS) analysis in DOC patients.
RESULTS: the only behavioral assessment may produce a misin-
terpretation of the results. Analysis of the (ANS) response could 
help more effectively assess pain in these patients.
CONCLUSIONS: the combined behavioral and ANS assessment 
improves the detection of pain in patients with disorders of con-
sciousness.


